QUAD LOCK

MOTORCYCLE & MIRROR MOUNT
Help Desk Guide
Anatomy of motorcycle dashboard

The image on the left shows the approximate location and name of the various parts of a motorcycle dashboard.

Every motorcycle (or scooter) will have a different layout but this is a rough guide to where things will likely be.
Anatomy of the Motorcycle Mount

- Countersunk screw
- Top cap
- Locking lever
- Locking lever spring
- Mount index base
- Motorcycle mount arm
- Cap head screw
- Motorcycle mount index base - male
- Motorcycle mount clamp

Spacers:
- 28mm
- 25mm
- 22mm
Anatomy of the Mirror Mount

- Countersunk screw
- Mount cap
- Locking lever
- Locking lever spring
- Mount index base - female
- Cap head screw
- Mirror Mount index base - screw
- Mirror Mount clamp
- Spacer - 14mm
- Spacer - 12mm
- Spacer - 10mm
Identifying the type of bike

There are a huge range of motorcycles and scooters but they can generally be gathered into one of the categories shown on this page.

Our recommended mount for each of these categories can be found on the following pages. However, because of the variety of bikes our suggestion might not be compatible with all bikes. For example, not all Tricycle/Quads have rear view mirrors.

Naked/Standard/Roadster

Off Road/Trail/Dual Sport/Enduro

Touring Bikes

Scooter/Moped/Underbones

Tricycle/Quad/3 Wheeler/4 Wheeler

Cruiser/Chopper

Sports Bikes
Naked/Standard/Roadster bikes have a very varied handlebar setup across different models and brands.

This kind of bike can often fit both the Motorcycle Mount or the Mirror Mount.

**Motorcycle Mount**
- Fits round handle bars
- Suits bar sizes Ø 7/8" (22mm), 1" (25mm), 1-1/8" (28mm) and 1-1/4" (32mm)

**Mirror Mount**
- Fits round mirror stems
- Suits bar sizes Ø 3/8" (10mm), 1/2" (12mm), and 9/16" (14mm)

**Important**
- Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Most of this kind of bike have cross bars and usually have round mirror stems.

This kind of bike can often fit both the Motorcycle Mount or the Mirror Mount.

**Motorcycle Mount**
- Fits round handle bars
- Suits bar sizes Ø 7/8" (22mm), 1" (25mm), 1-1/8" (28mm) and 1-1/4" (32mm)

**Mirror Mount**
- Fits round mirror stems
- Suits bar sizes Ø 3/8" (10mm), 1/2" (12mm), and 9/16" (14mm)

**Important**
Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Cruiser/Chopper

Most Cruisers and Chopper bikes have lots of space on the handle bar and usually have round mirror stems. This kind of bike can often fit both the Motorcycle Mount or the Mirror Mount.

**Motorcycle Mount**
- Fits round handle bars
- Suits bar sizes Ø
  - 7/8" (22mm), 1" (25mm),
  - 1-1/8" (28mm) and 1-1/4" (32mm)

**Mirror Mount**
- Fits round mirror stems
- Suits bar sizes Ø
  - 3/8" (10mm), 1/2" (12mm),
  - and 9/16" (14mm)

**Important**
Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Scooter/Moped/Underbones

Scooters usually have a solid dashboard and no handlebar to secure a mount to.

The Mirror Mount is recommended for this type of bike, as long as the mirror stems are round.

Whilst the mount might attach to other shapes of mirror stem we can't guarantee a secure fit on anything other than a round stem.

**Mirror Mount**
Fits round mirror stems
Suits bar sizes Ø
3/8” (10mm), 1/2” (12mm), and 9/16” (14mm)

**Important**
Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Trikes and Quad bikes can come in various styles such as Cruiser/Off Road/ Scooter/Chopper/Sport and therefore have a varying bar and mirror set ups.

This kind of bike can often fit both the Motorcycle Mount or the Mirror Mount.

**Motorcycle Mount**
- Fits round handle bars
- Suits bar sizes Ø
  - 7/8" (22mm), 1" (25mm), 1-1/8" (28mm) and 1-1/4" (32mm)

**Mirror Mount**
- Fits round mirror stems
- Suits bar sizes Ø
  - 3/8" (10mm), 1/2" (12mm), and 9/16" (14mm)

**Important**
- Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Touring bikes have a very varied handlebar set up across different models and brands.

Motorcycle Mount or Mirror Mount is recommended depending on space constraints and personal preference.

The Mirror Mount can even fit on some cross bars, if present.

**Motorcycle Mount**
- Fits round handle bars
- Suits bar sizes Ø 7/8” (22mm), 1” (25mm), 1-1/8” (28mm) and 1-1/4” (32mm)

**Mirror Mount**
- Fits round mirror stems
- Suits bar sizes Ø 3/8” (10mm), 1/2” (12mm), and 9/16” (14mm)

**Important**
Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.
Sports bikes generally have very busy and condensed handlebar set up.

We recommend the Motorcycle Mount but it is unlikely to fit most Sports bikes.

**Motorcycle Mount**
Fits round handle bars
Suits bar sizes Ø 7/8" (22mm), 1" (25mm), 1-1/8" (28mm) and 1-1/4" (32mm)

**Important**
Ensure the mount and phone do not obstruct movement of handlebars or block vision.